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 Transmission control protocol provides reliable communication between two 
or more parties. Each transmitted packet is acknowledged to make sure 

successful deliveries. Transport layer security protocols send security 
information exchange as transmission control protocol (TCP) loads. As 
results, the handshaking stage experiences longer delay as TCP 
acknowledgement process has already been delay prone. Furthermore, the 
security message transfers may have their own risks as they are not well 
protected yet. This paper proposes TCP-embedded three pass protocol for 
dynamic key exchange. The key exchange is embedded into TCP headers so 
that transmission delay is reduced, and message transfer is secured. The 
proposed protocol was assessed on self network by using socket 

programming in lossless environment. The assessments showed that the 
proposed protocol reduced three-pass protocol message transfer delay up to 
25.8% on lossless channel. The assessment on security also showed that 
TCP-embedded three pass protocol successfully secured each transmitted 
TCP load using a unique key; that is much securer than the compared 
method.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Packet switching based networks slightly change in the last decades as transmission control protocol 

(TCP)/IP protocol and its applications grow rapidly, especially on mobile network [1]. As results, social 

media applications dominate the internet traffics, including multimedia contents for both social and business 

applications. The increasing demands on multimedia content exerts real-time and security issues. Real-time 

issues relate to the requirement of low latency message, audio or video transfer. Security concerns with the 

message ownerships and message contents. Low latency requirement of multimedia packets has been 

fulfilled by lightweigh coding [2] and fast end to end transfer protocol [3]. Security matters deal with 
encryption, authentication and authorization [4]. 

This paper concerns with shared-key delay and security requirement. Delay in end to end protocols 

has been considered when designing multimedia communication application either by using unreliable user 

datagram protocol (UDP), reliable transmission control protocol (TCP) or combined protocols [5]. Compact 

audio video codings have contributed on the more TCP implementation rather than UDP. Even dough, TCP 

process should be minimized as efficient as possible as frequent acknowledgment increases latency.  
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On the other hand, security issues have risen as mobile networks that contributed on traffics and 

user increments have openly exposed physical infrastructures. More attacks and treats exist in wireless link. 

Djenouri [6] explained that more risks are due to multi-hop transmissions, node movements, network 

amorphous, power limitations and computation strength on user equipments. Emerging network paradigms 

such as cloud and fog also introduce more security issues [7-11]. 

One of the biggest fields of security subjects is the encryption as it is powerful enough to protect the 

information content from unintended users anywhere in networks. However, shared-key exchange to enable 

encryption and decryption generates additional real-time issue: latency. Moreover, those messages are 

transported by TCP and shared by using key exchange protocol such as three pass protocol (TPP). TPP 

resolves key exchange by using three stages of message transfer. TPP has been used to enable internet secure 
transport protocol [12], to encrypt heterogeneous network messages with shared keys [13], to secure data 

flow in IoT networks [14] and to protect RFID networks [15]. TPP processes involve message exchanges 

between transmitter and receiver. The encryption password or shared key is transported by using three 

messages between transmitter and receiver. Each transmitter or receiver performs encryption decryption by 

using default symmetric algorithm such as one-time pad protocol (OTP). Initially, the encryption password is 

treated as a text, encrypted by using key A in sender. The cypher text is then sent to other receiver who 

encrypts this cypher text by using key B. Receiver then transmitts it back to Sender. Sender decrypts the 

message to produce cypher text B and sends it back to receiver. Receiver decrypts this message and finds the 

encryption key. The transmitter and receiver encrypt and decrypt message once. 

OTP is used to encrypt the messages. Problem increases when the third party obtains all three 

messages that enables the password to be cracked by using simple exclusive addition. OTP in TPP has  
been modified by using various encryption techniques such as H-Rabin [16], Hill Cipher [17], Viginere 

Cipher [18] and El-Gamal [19]. TPP modification can also be made for single or multiple links of TPP 

message transfer [20]. Similar security protocols are also available for transport layer such as QUIC [21] and 

transport layer security (DTLS) [22]. DTLS is an enhancement of TLS [23]. All these security protocols 

added additional public key in their implementations which inject additional delay. This delay increment 

potentially decreases the end to end performances. 

Communication processes between transmitter and receiver are performed end to end. The messages 

are transported by the transport protocol either TCP or UDP, depending upon the application designer. TCP 

as a reliable protocol provides connection-oriented services so that the transmitted packets are acknowledged 

once they reached destination. Next packet from different window will not be transmitted before the 

acknowledgement of previous packet is received by sender. As result, transmission may take longer delay. 

Packet transmission is ensured by TCP, but packet security depends on the encryption technique.  
On the other hand, UDP provides fast transmission services without acknowledgement. Every 

packet is sent as soon as possible to reach destination. Transmission link ignores the probable events such as 

network congestion or receiver overflow. As results, congestion in the link and receiver may get worsen. 

Moreover, any packet loss occurred will not be corrected. TCP and UDP have been modified in many ways 

to further improve the performances [24]. However, TCP dominates the implementation as transmission link 

speed increases significantly nowadays, and information codings has been effectively delivering the 

multimedia traffics. Figure 1 (a) shows TCP stages, TCP starts the communication process by using the  

three-way handshake (SYN, SYN-ACK and ACK) [25]. TCP ensures all transmitted packets be 

acknowledged (ACK). TCP also terminates all communication when ended by using FIN and ACK. This 

means, TCP guarantees the communication conducted safely between two parties from the beginning to the 

end.  
However, in term of packet security, TCP relies on the encryption techniques provided by the upper 

layer. This means encryption techniques are part of the application layer within the TCP/IP architecture. The 

existing security protocol on transport layer such as socket security layer (SSL) also performs key exchange. 

SSL is developed to enable the web browser and web server to communicate securely by authenticating the 

server and client. SSL uses a public key to encrypt the transferred data. Beside SSL, transport layer security 

(TLS) also works in the same layer. TLS is a cryptographic protocol working in between the transport and 

the application layers. It supports various services like social networks, webmail, video streaming, including 

the HTTP Secure application [26]. As shown in Figure 1 (b), TLS imposes a long process. The first stages are 

to handshake and exchange both parties’ information including the encryption techniques. The next process 

is to make sure the shared key is exchanged properly. After these long processes, the encrypted-application-

data is then transmitted. Other security solutions in transport layer application is performed within transport 

layer by ensuring the integrity of bits within TCP packet. This method may use full or partial checksum. 
Protocols like TCP-Lite [27] and UDP-Lite [28] ensure bits or data integrity form error or attack by using 

specific checksum bits. 
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The most potential problem occurred on shared-key encryption method is when key transmission is 

failed; then the transmitted message cannot be translated properly by user [29]. This phenomenon often 

occurs when receiving messages in social media such as whatsapp, where messages are failed to display. This 

problem also harms the data collection within the IoT application, where important data may not be available 

to be harnessed.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 1. The message transfer: (a) TCP, (b) TLS, and (c) the proposed protocol 

 

 

On the other hand, real-time application requires data transaction processing as fast as possible. 

Aforementioned solutions such as TLS and SSL require long time to process shared keys. Furthermore, the 

key is used for all sessions of data transfer that minimize the security of messages. This paper proposes TCP-

embedded secure message transfer so that delay on shared key exchange is minimized and key is dynamically 
exchanged easily.  

This article is arranged as follows. The proposed method on how shared key is inserted to TCP 

header is described in following proposed method session. The evaluation methods by using a self network 

with java socket programming for both server and client are explained afterwards. Results on evaluation of 

lossless environment are discussed in evaluation results session. Conclusion of the research finding is given 

at final section.  
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2. PROPOSED METHOD 

This paper proposes the key exchange technique that makes use the packet safety and reliability 

provided by TCP. TPP messages are embedded into TCP headers so that the handshaking and key-sharing 

processes can be united. The proposed method also embeds the dynamic keys into the header of data 

acknowledgement (ACK) packets so that the encryption keys change dynamically for every TCP window, so 

the packets sent in different windows are encrypted using different keys. The proposed method is depicted in 

Figure 1 (c). During the TCP call establishment process, the initial active key sharing on TPP is also 

established. The three TPP messages are embedded into the three TCP handshaking messages: SYN,  

SYN-ACK and ACK packets. At the end of the TCP call establishment process, the active key Ak is 

expected to have been also delivered. So, there is no necessary to have other key exchange process. 
Compared to TLS as depicted in Figure 1 (b), the proposed method is much simpler. The proposed method 

minimizes the number of transmitted packets and reduces the processing time.  

Data transmission is performed after data is encrypted in sender by using the shared key. Once data 

arrives at the receiver, TCP will send the ACK packet. Before ACK transmission is performed, receiver 

generates another key (new Ak) for next window encryption in sender. This new key is encrypted by using 

previous key and the cyphertext is inserted into ACK header. The potential additional delay in the new 

shared-key generation can be anticipated by adding slightly the ACK timer. After receiving ACK packet, 

sender extracts cyphertext from ACK header, decrypts it and uses the key for encrypting the next packets. 

These processes may also add delay. If the initial encryption complexity is O(1), the proposed method will 

increase it to O(n), where n is the number of packets or the TCP windows size. 

 
 

3. EVALUATION METHOD 

In order flexibly evaluate the proposed method, UDP datagrams is utilized to model TCP process. 

The code implementation was in java socket programming language. The code snippets are shown in  

Figure 2. The code is valid only for TCP window size 1. It starts by initializing UDP datagram for all TCP 

messages. The first message is TCP SYN preceded by TPP key generation. The generated key is inserted to 

TCP SYN message. The next step is to receive SYN+ACK+TPP phase 2 message. TPP phase 3 is then 

processed and sent with TCP ACK. Data encryption, data transmission and ACK+newKey process are 

repeated 10,000 times. Finally, the call release codes conclude the sender program. The receiver program 

processes TPP messages, new key generations and data decryption.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. Code snippets for evaluation; (a) sender code and (b) receiver code 
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Assessment is conducted by using lossless self-network of IP 127.0.0.1, by using a computer with 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2430M CPU @ 2.40GHz processor, memory of 4 GB, 640 GB hard disk, and Netbeans 

java editor. Sender sends 10,000 packets to receiver. Assessment is repeated 50 times. Assessment of the 

proposed method is mostly to determine the processing delay for the key transfer, key generation, message 

encryption and message decryption. The proposed method results are compared to the separated key-

exchange schema such as in TLS. Since this paper focuses on the capability of TCP header in carrying TPP 

messages, lossy channel is not yet tested and out of scope of this paper. 

 
 

4. EVALUATION RESULTS 

Assessment on the local lossless network shows the low round trip time for all TCP connections. 

However, the time is distinguishable for both existing and proposed methods. Figure 3 (a) shows comparison 

of TCP data transfer without encryption and with encryption with key shared by using the proposed method. 

The round-trip-time of the proposed method increases slightly about 0.6%. This increment is not significant 

as encryption process within the proposed method incurs only about 0.16 ms additional delay. This delay 

increment comes mostly from decryption process to reveal the key from the TPP process.  

As shown in Figure 3 (b), key revelation contributed almost 0.4 ms in average, higher than key 

generation process that exerted only about 0.13 ms in average. The remining delay was additional 

transmission time. On receiver, after receiving packets of one window, receiver should generate a new key 

for the next packet transmission. This key is encrypted by using previous key and sent within the ACK 
packet. In sender, the received ACK will be extracted to find new key cyphertext and decrypted using 

previous key. Both processes in sender and receiver contribute to roud trip time increment. In the real system, 

this will not affect the performances as processor speed and memory resources compensate them. 

Compared to existing TPP, the proposed method combines call establishment and TPP stages. These 

two processes have different processing time. Figure 3 (c) shows the TPP and TCP call establishment delay 

comparison. The average time for TPP stage is about 15.5 ms, while call establishment requires about 46 ms. 

In traditional method, both processes are executed separatedly and sequentially that makes up more than 60 

ms delay. The key transmission in existing solution is performed by two separated processes: TCP call set up 

and TPP messages, which makes the total time for key exchange is higher than in the proposed protocol. 

Figure 3 (d) shows TCP comparison when TPP and call establishment are performed separately or at once as 

in the proposed method. The transmission time reduction by the proposed method reached up to 24.8 % in 
average. TPP and TCP call establishment delays in Figure 3 (c) is replaced only by TCP call establishment in 

the proposed method. This is equivalent to 15.5 ms delay reduction. Meanwhile, the encryption and 

decryption processes within the proposed method produce higher encryption time and lower decryption time 

as shown in Figures 3 (e) and 3 (f). However, this value is depending on the text length and the encryption 

algorithm as in Figure 3 (g). Text length and algorithm determine the overall delay. OTP has the lowest delay 

and AES the highest delay.  

In term of data security, when security attacks occur and the key is successfully extracted, all 

packets transported by TCP that employs the traditional TPP will be compromised as dynamic key is not 

employed. When dynamic key is employed, it can protect the other 9,999 packets. However, delay increases 

significantly as each key requires its own TPP process. On the other hand, for the proposed method, one 

compromised key is only affecting one packet as every packet has unique key. The dynamic key is easily 
applied in ACK packet. The security comparison is outlined in Table 1.  

 

 

   
 

Figure 3. Round-trip-time and the increment reasons 
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Figure 3. Round-trip-time and the increment reasons (continue) 

 

 
Table 1. Compromised key impact 

Method 
Situation 

Cracked TPP First Packets Other packets 

Existing Key is compromised Compromised Compromised 

Proposed Key is compromised Compromised No. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This work has proposed the insertion of TPP messages to transport the encryption shared key into 

TCP header or simply referred to as TCP-embedded three pass protocol. The purpose of TPP message 

insertion is to reduce key exchange time and to enable dynamic encryption key, where each packet in 
different window uses a different encryption key. The assessment was conducted by using socket 

programming and by modeling TCP connection uses UDP datagram. The evaluated network is assumed 

lossless. The evaluation results demonstrate that TCP-embedded three pass protocol outperforms the existing 

TPP in term of key exchange delay and the dynamic key capability. The proposed method is excellent in 

reducing shared key exchange delay up to 24.8% in average. Although round-trip-time increases, the 

increment is much lower than the key exchange process. In existing work, as for 10000 packets, once a key is 

leaked, whole packet is affected. The proposed method is able to protect data from the compromised key as 

dynamic key is exchanged frequently. If one key is compromised, the other packets are not accessible as they 

have their own key. Even dough channel is naturally lossy, this paper focused to assess the capability of TCP 

header carrying TPP messages. In other to evaluate the performances on lossy channel, ACK timer and 

memory should be added to manage packet retransmission. Additional solution is needed for possible 
duplicate TPP messages that are part of future work.  
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